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ABSTRACT2

The Digital Twin (DT) approach is an enabler of data-driven decision making in Architecture,3

Engineering Constructions and Operations. Various open data models that can potentially support4

the DT developments, at different scales and application domains, can be found in the literature.5

However, many implementations are based on organisation-specific information management pro-6

cesses and proprietary data models, hindering interoperability. This article presents the process and7

information management approaches developed to generate a federated open data model supporting8
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DT applications. The Business Process Modelling Notation, Transaction and Interaction modelling9

techniques are applied to formalise the federated DT data modelling framework, organised in three10

main phases: requirements definition, federation, validation and improvement. The proposed11

framework is developed adopting the cross-disciplinary and multi-scale principles. A validation on12

the development of the federated building-level DT data model for the West Cambridge Campus13

DT research facility is carried out. The federated data model is used to enable DT-based Asset14

Management applications at the building and built environment levels.15

INTRODUCTION16

The Digital Twin (DT) concept has been broadly defined in Architecture, Engineering Con-17

structions and Operations (AECO) as a digital replica of an asset, enabling the control and operation18

of the physical twin via real-time data flows (Bolton et al. 2018a). Though a standard conceptu-19

alisation has not been defined yet (Sacks et al. 2020; Boje et al. 2020; AIAA Digital Engineering20

Integration Committee 2020), many agree that DTs are dynamically characterised by the presence21

of sensors, actuators and the live measurement of a physical asset’s performance. These features22

characterise the DT implementations in several disciplines (Al-Sehrawy and Kumar 2020) and are23

used to improve the decision making process, permitted by the higher volume of updated asset24

information. In fact, the information management is a primary function in all the industries and is25

one of the fundamental areas within the broad Asset Management (AM) discipline (The Institute26

of Asset Management 2015). In this context, the definition of an effective data modelling and27

exchange strategy is crucial to allow a seamless data transfer across domains and digital tools used28

during the life cycle of the assets. This provides the foundation for the development of DT-based29

Asset Management (AM) applications and tools.30

Innovative digital technologies31

The built environment is undergoing a progressive digital innovation affecting products and32

processes (Nambisan et al. 2020). The large use of digital technologies (e.g., within the Software33

as a Service - SaaS model) impacts the way the products are designed and produced, and the34

services provided (Laine et al. 2017). However, the AECO is characterised by high complexity and35
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fragmentation of the products supply and by high demand variability (Baldini et al. 2019). Thus, it36

is known that innovation often present high customisation and slow technological adoption (Davies37

and Harty 2013). Elaborating the classification proposed by Baldini et al. (2019), some disruptive38

technologies can be identified in AECO:39

• Internet of Things, including sensing, actuation technologies and wearable;40

• Communication technologies including mobile internet and, in general, wireless systems;41

• Data acquisition technologies e.g., Light Detection and Ranging - LiDAR and remote42

sensing;43

• Robotics;44

• Augmented, mixed and virtual reality;45

• Artificial intelligence;46

• Additive Manufacturing and Construction;47

• Distributed Ledger Technologies;48

• Building Information Modelling.49

In addition, Papadonikolaki et al. (2022) identify some main digital technologies in BIM,50

Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual Reality (VR), Internet of things (IoT), cloud computing and Big51

Data. They discuss how the digital technologies contribute in reshaping and catalysing the digital52

transformation in the built environment, arguing that connected technologies such as BIM, big53

data and smart cities contribute to the evolution of the concept of digital in the built environment.54

Within the scope of our research, BIM, IoT and Artificial Intelligence (AI) are among the most55

relevant digital innovations.56

BIM is considered one of the core drivers for digitalisation of the AECO. The body of knowledge57

on its use and the benefits in improving process, information management, design and collaboration58

has grown remarkably and its application are widespread along the assets life cycle (Sanchez et al.59

2016). However, some blockers in BIM-based digitalisation can be identified in the cost, effort and60

changes needed in organisational processes; shortage of skilled professionals and the definition of61
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clear demand from clients (RICS 2022).62

The Internet of Things (IoT) technologies offer new possibilities of real-time monitoring and63

control of buildings systems and assets (Tang et al. 2019). Some benefits concern the possibility of64

providing real-time warnings to react to unexpected disruptions and the use of live data to inform65

preventive maintenance strategies. Generally, the stream and the uses of this information, allow66

to operate in a smart way the building and its parts, to increase, for instance, the internal comfort,67

indoor air quality, safety, and occupancy monitor (Poli et al. 2020). Custom sensors systems68

can be potentially extended with the Building Management Systems (BMS), installed in many69

commercial buildings, to increase the effectiveness in the control and operation. However, some70

drawbacks in implementing IoT technologies such as possible poor sensor quality and measurement71

capabilities; placement and calibration issues; communication issues in range and bandwidth;72

sensors maintenance and data quality are highlighted in (Merino et al. 2022).73

Interoperability and data modelling problems74

Appropriate data modelling and management enables system’s interoperability and reuse of75

information across different applications. This can be leveraged to develop data-driven decision76

making tools, supporting a more reliable assets’ operations. Interconnected technologies provide77

the data sources enabling a better knowledge of the dynamics governing the functions and operations78

of the systems in the built environment, allowing assets’ performance control, prediction and data-79

centric inference on the possible causes related to specific assets’ behaviour. For example, the great80

data volume offered by sensing technologies coupled with Machine Learning (ML) techniques as81

reinforcement learning, can be used for cross-building transfer learning. The expert knowledge82

on the building operation can be embedded in automated and data-driven approaches. Data83

from other buildings can be used to predict energy consumption, faults patterns in similar assets84

configurations and space utilisation. However, data comes with costs. The data management85

operations are expensive and the disruptions caused by the COVID-19 pandemic caused enormous86

loss of significant information, potentially undermining the applicability of historical data as the87

training basis (Xie et al. 2021a).88
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A crucial issue in the building and infrastructural asset information management is the need for89

a clear interoperability approach (Jetlund et al. 2020). This can be achieved if data is exchanged90

and used across software platforms and domains, minimising losses and errors. In fact, the91

interoperability refers to the ability of an organisation to exchange information (ISO 2015b). This92

concerns the processes realised both within the organisation and outside of it, and it is a mean93

to achieve better business outcomes. Data interoperability can be enhanced using open data94

models that standardise format and exchange. A data model is the representation of data within an95

organisation in an understandable way describing the structure and meaning of information (West96

2011). It comprises the documentation on the abstract representation of a physical object, of the97

relevant vocabulary, taxonomy and relationships, that provides a structured hierarchy and methods98

to communicate data requirements (DAMA International 2017). Usually, a data model addresses99

a specific scale and domain of application (Moretti et al. 2022). Several examples can be found100

in the literature, most of them supporting particular ontologies (Partridge et al. 2020). Given the101

concept and technologies on which they are based, DT applications require access to data which102

can be structured according to a variety of ontologies and data models.103

Adequate data accessibility allows better and new knowledge on the performances of the built104

assets. However, seamless data access and exchange capabilities need to be granted to unlock the105

potential of data-driven methods capable of triggering these new outcomes. An example is the106

need to access and consume real-time sensor readings; geometry data of the built assets; system107

hierarchies; properties of the assets for fine grain energy monitoring: a service that enables better108

understanding and control of the energy usage in buildings (Xie et al. 2021b). However, the required109

data is generally handled according to organisation-specific or proprietary formats, models, and110

requirements that hinder the data interoperability and reuse in multiple applications. A standard111

approach to address this problem in developing DT-based AM applications is still to be agreed.112

More specifically, the following research gaps are identified:113

(RG1) there is lack of clarity in the information and process requirements enabling foundational114

AM built environment DT-based applications;115
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(RG2) there is the need to define the methods for accessing and interrelate the fragmented data116

that enable to align with the organisational business needs and to deliver DT-based services;117

(RG3) it is unclear how the existing systems can be effectively interconnected to exchange data,118

while providing an updated and reliable knowledge base for data-driven decision making,119

based on advanced digital tools;120

Aim and impact of the research121

This article presents an information and process management framework able to support the122

DT data modelling phase, through a federation approach. The federation enables the reuse of123

data within its own domain, preserving the capabilities of each selected data model, as opposed124

to physical data integration. The proposed framework defines the rules and methods for accessing125

data in different domains enabling their interrelation and unlocking the value of information for126

DT-based applications. The aim is to formalise the way AM applications are created through127

the federated approach, empowering the interconnection and seamless management of assets’128

properties, real-time data changing over time, AM and contextual data.129

This information can be better exchanged and used:130

• in different software platforms, maintaining the characterising metadata and relations (Tang131

et al. 2020);132

• across different domains, e.g., technical and functional characterisation of the building and133

its components, building management, Facility Management (FM), Energy Management134

(EM), and AM (Pauwels et al. 2017b);135

• at different scales, making possible the asset portfolio information management tasks136

(Moretti et al. 2021a).137

The management and integration of different data sources formulate a data-centric mode for sup-138

porting informed decision-making, in accordance with the DT paradigm (Lu et al. 2020). This139

can impact the future development of DT-based applications in research and practice, providing140

guidelines and reducing the ambiguity in the data and ontological modelling tasks.141
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RESEARCH BACKGROUND142

To scope the research, it is worthily to provide some details on the data modelling process, a143

crucial phase in the definition of an enterprise architecture. It involves a series of organised steps,144

with increasing level of detail and complexity, from the conceptual to the physical modelling of145

the data structures enabling the organisation’s business processes. The highest level of abstraction146

corresponds with the conceptual modelling, providing the broad view of the abstract concepts,147

used in an organisation to achieve its business objectives. It aims at connecting different subject148

area models, identify their relationships and vocabularies. The conceptual model can be further149

detailed in the logical models, able to represent the attributes and specifications of each entity150

with a higher level of granularity. However, the logical model is relatively abstract and there are151

no direct relations with the technology used. The logical model, can specify also less-relevant152

domain-specific entities. The more detailed level is the physical modelling, usually application or153

project-specific (DAMA International 2017). The physical data model allows to relate the data154

structures to the assets’ classification systems and registers used in the operations. Moreover, it155

is usually related to a specific software and technology implementation and provides a detailed156

representation of the physical entities.157

Data modelling in management of the built environment158

Several approaches can be found in AECO (Plume et al. 2017; Gilbert et al. 2020; BuildingS-159

MART International 2020). At the international level, the Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)160

and buildingSMART International (bSI) work actively for standardisation in the domains of built161

environment theories and practice. Thus, recently the two institutions collaborated for studying162

the most prominent data models in the AECO, identified in the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC),163

CityGML, and LandInfra (Gilbert et al. 2020). The study highlights the main features and capa-164

bilities of the analysed data models and proposes some actions for overcoming issues associated165

with interoperability, application development, and wider adoption in industry and research. These166

actions concern: (i) conducting of illustrative cases specifying software applications, input re-167

quirements and data representations; (ii) developing of a best practice on 3D georeferencing with168
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an appropriate level of precision and accuracy; (iii) making publicly available dictionaries and169

shared resources for identifying synonyms; (iv) creating a system of standard unique identifiers170

of the real-world entities’ to be used during the life cycle; (v) agreeing on a shared method for171

standardisation of conceptual representation at the thematic level.172

Despite the three data models analysed are only some of those which can be found in literature,173

the matters mentioned above are extremely relevant. In fact, in DTs implementations, the real-time174

data (e.g., the sensor readings) need to be enriched with contextual and reference data, which175

is produced during the life cycle of the assets. This can generate new insights on the assets176

(e.g., buildings and their parts), across different domains (e.g., Energy Management, Facilities177

Management, Space Management etc.). However, this data is often not directly usable, due to178

the lack of a clear process in its generation, classification and maintenance (Moretti et al. 2020).179

In particular, actions iii, iv and v, could boost the standardisation and generalisation of DT-based180

applications. The Centre for Digital Built Britain (CDBB), within the context of the development of181

the Information Management Framework (IMF), supporting the national DT program development182

(Hetherington and West 2020a), has promoted the investigation of the available ontologies and183

data dictionaries in different sectors. An extensive survey of the existing industry data models184

has been accomplished (Leal et al. 2020) and provides a baseline for data model design enabling185

DT-based applications. However, an ontology able to support the whole complexity of the data186

modelling of the DT-based applications has not been defined yet. In the context of management187

of built environment, at different scales, the data models presented in Table 1 are among the most188

documented in the literature.189

Their implementation still depends mainly on the scale of the developed applications (i.e.,190

building components, buildings, BE, etc.) and the business context. But they can be potentially191

used to transfer relevant information according to a multi-scale and cross-disciplinary approach.192

To achieve this objective, towards the development of DT-based applications, the semantic web193

approaches can provide further support for data interoperability. Through the linked data methods,194

information belonging to different domains, can be represented and connected using the Resource195
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Description Framework (RDF) model. The RDF organise data in directed labelled graphs, enabling196

an effective semantic enrichment and interconnection (Pauwels et al. 2017a). However, an integrated197

approach, able to leverage the capabilities of these models and enabling the use of data beyond the198

boundaries of the domain-specific data siloes in DTs has not been defined yet.199

Digital Twin implementations200

Several applications at different scales can be found in literature. The DT is the digital replica201

of an asset, a system or a process that, through the use of data, enables better to achieve better202

knowledge and control the performances of the physical assets (Bolton et al. 2018b). DTs are203

tools enabling better decision making, control and improvement of performance in all the life cycle204

stages of the assets. With a focus on the use phase, the DT is applied to support the information205

management processes at different levels and addressing several vertical areas; for instance systems,206

buildings, infrastructures and the wider campus and city environment.207

At the building level, it consumes the data of smart and cognitive buildings. For example, the208

Sydney Opera House project aims at developing a cloud-based web interface, that combines the209

functions of a Building Management System (BMS), various building information databases and210

Building Information Modelling (BIM) (Cooperative Research Centre for Construction Innovation211

2007; Schevers et al. 2007). The CARTIF-3 INSITER project aims at leveraging self-inspection212

and virtual reality methods for construction, refurbishment and maintenance of energy-efficient213

buildings (Hernández et al. 2018). The Energy Laboratory as University eXpo (eLUX) initiative214

enhances the automation of building operations, through sensors and smart technologies, in a215

wider smart district context (Tagliabue et al. 2021). Although IFC and derivative platform-neutral216

BIM formats can somehow address the information exchange and management complications at the217

building scale, the rigid data structure, to a very large extent, limits the flexibility in accommodating218

uncertainties of building components and their relationships, and also the applicability of the219

representation for solving generalised problems.220

At the campus or district level, the DT implementations leverage the potential of the 3D city221

models. Eicker et al. (2020) present the software architecture and the data modelling approach222
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to develop a service-oriented urban platform, improving the energy and waste/wastewater issues.223

Aleksandrov et al. (2019) propose a Precinct Information Model (PIM) system architecture for224

integrating BIM, 3D Geographic Information System (GIS) and sensors data, allowing also to225

visualise and manipulate information, through a front-end layer. The Virtual London Platform226

(ViLo) is an interactive and collaborative digital platform used to visualise and analyse both227

real-time and offline space-time urban data (Dawkins et al. 2018). Within the context of the228

Amsterdam Smart City, the Amsterdam smart port initiative represents one example of smart229

technologies implementation, at the district level (Amsterdam Smart City 2016). A further example230

aimed to improve energy management and operations is the City-zen smart grid solution: an EU-231

funded project aiming at identifying possible solutions for better management of the urban energy232

infrastructures. The project involves two cities: Amsterdam and Grenoble and supported the233

development of applications ranging from the use of digital technologies for smart infrastructures,234

to the enhancement of the citizens’ participatory processes (European Commission 2009). With the235

intention of becoming an open and platform-independent geographic information model, additional236

application-specific information in various granularities needs to be represented by adding features237

and attributes that are not readily available in data models like CityGML.238

At the city level, the DT concept overlaps to the smart city paradigm. For instance, the Vivacité239

platform was conceived to monitor the energy and water consumption from the city system operators.240

This data is then provided, with an informative and educational purpose, to property managers,241

governmental actors and residents (Koch-Mathian et al. 2019). The Herrenberg city level digital242

twin aims to propose a domain-specific application for smart cities and simulations, based on a DT,243

linking and combining heterogeneous urban data coming from simulations, modelling, analysis and244

crowd sourced data (Dembski et al. 2020). Smart Cambridge is a collaborative initiative focusing245

on the transformation of transportation in the Greater Cambridge area by exploring embedded246

digital solutions and emerging technology combined with better quantity, quality and use of data247

(Smart Cambridge 2020). The digital twin of the city of Newcastle aims to enable experts to test248

the infrastructure’s potential in hypothetical situations including rising sea levels, drought, freak249
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weather events and energy shortages (Newcastle University 2019). Smart Nation is a Singapore250

Government initiative aims at harnessing digital technologies to improve living, build a closer251

community, boost the job market and encourage businesses to innovate and grow (Singapore Smart252

Nation 2021). Bristol is Open (BiO) is a strategic initiative with the objectives of strengthening253

the city’s digital foundations so that it becomes well-connected and better placed to deliver the254

technological innovation needed to keep the city healthy and safe, in a sustainable way (Bristol City255

Council 2021). Table 2 summarises the described DT implementations, focusing on the proposed256

data modelling strategy. However, only in few of them this is clearly documented, particularly, when257

open data models are used, e.g., IFC and CityGML schemas. In other cases, either it is not described258

or it is not clearly identified. Despite the DT-based services can be delivered without a clear and259

open data modelling strategy, this hinders their generalisations and so, the repeatability in other260

scenarios. On one hand, in the perspective of the development of a city-scale DT, which requires261

to leverage a great data veracity, the adoption of a scalable approach, fostering interoperability and262

data re-use in several applications is needed. On the other hand, many open data models already263

exist in literature and can be interconnected to represent the built environment assets. Still, an264

approach able to leverage this wide potential has not been defined yet.265

METHODS AND TOOLS266

Buildings, and more widely, the built environment assets are infrastructures comprehending267

various decentralised, loosely organised components (e.g., systems, spaces, etc.). The UK National268

Infrastructure Commission realised a report (National Infrastructure Commission 2017), indicating269

that “the UK needs a digital framework for data on infrastructure to harness the benefits from sharing270

better quality information about its infrastructure; how it is used, maintained and planned”. A well-271

designed data model can represent both the geometrical and contextual information of components272

and facilitate better understanding of data in the BE. The entities and their characteristics (i.e.,273

geometry, location and semantic properties) are defined through Information Requirements (IR)274

with a standardised naming convention, which reduce ambiguity. On one hand, this standard275

representation together with timely update of information enables the traceability throughout the276
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whole life cycle for each component. On the other hand, entities can be queried, grouped, and277

related to each other based on their interdependencies. These capabilities are critical for integrating278

dynamic data to specific objects or groups.279

Figure 1 represents the proposed three-tier method three phases enabling the creation and testing280

of the proposed federated data model and the way it is applied to develop DT-based applications. A281

description of the early version of the overall approach can be found in Moretti et al. (2021b), with282

reference to the West Cambridge Digital Twin research facility. In this article the methodology283

is generalised, contributing to the development of further DT applications. The requirements284

definition phase allows to identifying the relevant data to be transferred and used for activating285

the DT functions. The DT federated data model definition phase allows to identify the existing286

ontologies and related data models able to represent the data with the appropriate level of detail,287

precision and the semantic, geometrical, and topological interfaces.288

The federation phase provides also the conceptual and logical data models, building the founda-289

tions for the development of DT-based AM applications. The DT data model testing and validation290

phase allows to define the application-specific IR definition, either leveraging data hierarchies and291

structure of the underpinning data models, or informing their semantic enrichment. Thus, through292

the DT-based applications development the federated data model can be tested in practice, providing293

also guidance for improvements, according to a Plan/Do/Check/Act cycle (ISO 2015a). To develop294

the proposed framework, a mixed research method is adopted. This combines the bibliographic295

research, evidence-based, semi-structured interviews and case study research that bring from the296

formalisation of the three-tier federated data modelling approach, to the implementation of the297

proposed framework in the West Cambridge Digital Twin research facility.298

To generalise the development of the three phases, the Information Delivery Manual (IDM)299

approach is used (ISO 2017). The IDM enables a BIM-based workflow to model and man-300

age processes, according to different level of abstractions. The process mapping of the key phases301

implemented to achieve the business objectives is modelled according to the Business Process Mod-302

elling Notation (BPMN) (ISO 2013). These schemes represent the set of activities encompassed in303
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the process, the roles of the participants, and the sequence of operations to be implemented. The304

interaction mapping allows the second level of abstraction focusing on the information exchange305

among parties. This techniques is implemented for the crucial data drops. When the roles of the306

initiator and executor of a specific action are verified, then a transaction happens. The third mod-307

elling technique, namely the transaction mapping, represents the data exchange occurring among308

the parties involved in a transaction. Through the IDM, it is possible to generalise different aspects309

of the procedures, events and interactions realised to achieve a given objective. This approach is310

originally aimed at supporting the Model View Definitions (MVD) in the BIM domain, enabling311

the identification of the data and process requirements. However, the IDM comprehends a set of312

strong information management methods, that can be used to support built environment DT-based313

implementations as well. Also, the BIM data is a fundamental part of the federated DT model.314

For this reason, the IDM offers good capabilities to formalise the main phases of the proposed315

approach.316

THE FEDERATED DATA MODELLING APPROACH317

An incremental identification and interconnection of the data models capable to represent the318

requirements of the DT implementations is developed. This allows to leverage the vast number of319

ontological and data modelling techniques in the AECO (Partridge et al. 2020). The federation320

approach allows to avoid that a particular model, vocabulary or method is imposed over others321

(ISO 2011). The interconnection is enabled through the identification and conceptualisation of322

the interface entities, allowing to navigate across different (federated) ontologies. In this way,323

the representation, classification, and query capabilities of each data model are exploited in their324

specific domain. Thus, the semantic interoperability is enabled through the identification of these325

few core entities, enabling the connection of multiple data models. The ontology and data model326

mapping is reduced to the minimum to control the data redundancy and enabling a flexible and327

modular inclusion of additional data models.328
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Requirements definition329

At first, the requirements needed for implementing data-driven AM applications are identified.330

This concerns:331

• the definition of the business needs expressed by the senior management within an organi-332

sation, namely the "client" in Figure 2) to achieve better organisational outcomes;333

• the identification of the information requirements comprehending the static and dynamic,334

geometric and non-geometric information at the building and built environment levels;335

• the characterisation of the data modelling strategy supporting the supply and update of336

timely and quality data, related inter-dependencies, and hierarchies.337

The requirements definition phase is implemented following the process in Figure 2 and involves338

three roles: the client expressing the organisational objectives, the asset manager for transferring the339

business objectives into asset operation practices, and the DT development team responsible for the340

delivery of the DT solutions (Figure 3). The parties are interacting, in this phase, in two transaction341

steps. The first one (T1), corresponds to the communication, by the client, of the organisational342

and business needs to the asset manager, which identifies and develops the asset classification and343

the Asset Information Requirements (AIR). The second (T2) corresponds with the transfer of the344

AIR to the DT developer, which designs the data model requirements. The main outcomes are345

the definition of the asset classification, AIR and the data model requirements. This information346

is used in the following stage for mapping existing data models and for the identification of the347

entities composing the core DT data model.348

The definition of the AIR is a crucial to translate the needs identified in the organisational objec-349

tives into a set of operational information categories. The AIR definition should be accomplished by350

adopting a clear assets classification to characterise hierarchically the abstract and physical entities351

according to different criteria (e.g. functional, product, construction phase, etc.) (Afsari and East-352

man 2016). An effective approach to align the client’s requirements with the functional outputs and353

the related AIR is described in Heaton et al. (2019). The AIR can be defined through the analysis of354
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existing standards and scientific literature, following an evidence-based method, through interviews355

and workshops with experts (Dumas et al. 2018). A list of fundamental AIR categories is collected356

in Table 3. The first two categories, General and Technical comprehend the information that is357

produced during the design and construction phases or when a substantial modification occurs on358

the assets. They include, for example, drawings, calculations (e.g. energy and structural) and359

authorisations. They are particularly relevant for the quantification and representation of the assets360

and it is the basic set of data that can be used to acquire the overall knowledge (e.g. dimensions,361

technical performances, locations, etc). The Asset Information, Operations&Maintenance - O&M,362

People categories comprehend the AIRs used to store and manage data related to the operation of363

the physical assets. These requirements allow to manage information in the AM domain and can364

be used to operate effectively the assets. However, the AIR definition is known to be case-specific.365

Therefore, Table 3 only list the minimum set of sample information.366

The last outcome of this step concerns the definition of the DT data model requirements. These367

can be defined according to existing approaches (Crockett et al. 1991; West 2011) and including368

the guidelines and principles of the Information Management Framework (IMF) (Hetherington and369

West 2020b) and the Gemini Principles (Bolton et al. 2018a).370

Federation371

Federation refers to the provision of data "without additional persistence or duplication of372

source data". (DAMA International 2017). A data model is often the result of the ontological373

modelling providing the representation of the entities composing a physical or abstract system, of374

their characteristics, their relationships and hierarchies. The ontology, is a formal abstract system375

able to represent a domain of knowledge. However, in the proposed approach a top ontology is not376

defined in advance. It is prioritised, instead, the use of a set of existing data models able to represent377

domain-specific information. The identified data models are then federated to cover the complete set378

of requirements identified in the previous phase, reducing the customisation for achieving a simple379

and fundamental conceptual model. The main purpose of this phase (represented in Figure 4) is to380

design the data model underpinning the DT-based applications in AM. For generalisation purposes,381
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a catalogue of available data models can be developed, so the related entities able to represent the382

DT requirements can be identified. The information requirements can be either fully or partially383

matched, thus a custom definition is needed (however, custom information requirements should be384

minimal if a comprehensive built environment ontology library is developed). This process leads to385

the development of the entities of the foundation data model, which is quality-checked to ensure the386

correct representation of the whole set of functional, information and data modelling requirements.387

The mapping among the final set of data models identified leads to the definition of the interface388

entities, permitting the interrelation and access of the federated data models (i.e., enabling Master389

Data Management). Some issues to be controlled in this process are identified (Salheb et al. 2020)390

and summarised in Table 4.391

The final outcome of this phase is the conceptualisation of the federated foundational data model,392

and it is entirely conducted by the DT development team. Some general semantic definitions of the393

built environment assets can be identified. The spatial and systems’ hierarchies and classification394

are two of these. It is crucial that, at this conceptualisation level, these features are correctly395

represented, either through geometric or semantic data modelling techniques. In AM, the explicit396

geometric representation might not be needed. However, it is important that the location and397

topology are consistent at the different allowed scales.398

Validation and improvement399

The third and last phase concerns the use of the federated data model for application development400

(Figure 5 and Figure 3, T3). Two roles are involved: the asset manager and the DT developer.401

The definition of the service needs informs the development of the detailed applications specific402

information requirements. These are checked against the federated data model capabilities and,403

if the requirements are fully matched, a verification step with the asset manager is accomplished.404

This can be the case of canonical AM application as, for instance, the maintenance scheduling,405

the work order management and the life cycle costing. The federated data modelling approach406

is developed to address the complexity multi-scale and interdisciplinary applications. Therefore407

phase 2 (Federation) is a recursive process, triggered whenever the definition of new information408
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requirements is needed (e.g., for the improvement of the foundational model and for the definition409

of application-specific entities). Once the application IR are defined and approved by the asset410

manager, the data pipelines can be design to provide data to AM applications. Data pipelines411

will interface with the federated data models to acquire information, meeting application-specific412

requirements like data frequency, formats, and quality. This enables the development of APIs for413

the delivery of the digital services empowering DT-based AM applications. On one hand, in real-414

time AM applications, high-paced data like sensor readings, needs to be integrated with semi-static415

data like geometries. On the other hand, to represent contextual data, as the geometries the objects416

or the spatial hierarchies of a building (i.e., site, building, floors, rooms), a low velocity and a417

less frequent update can be foreseen. The federated data models enable integrated data flows from418

independent information sources with specific requirements. In this phase, the rules enabling the419

data sharing among the involved parties, and the related responsibilities, trough the users’ profiling420

and authorisation should also be defined. Useful tools to enable these capabilities are offered by421

the Common Data Environment (CDE) techniques, within the BIM approach (Patacas et al. 2020).422

Lastly, through the applications development, the data modelling approach can be periodically423

tested and validated, highlighting potential issues in terms of:424

• dynamic and static data models validation;425

• validation of the data collection, storage and update methods;426

• geometric, topological, semantic validation;427

• accessing, querying and visualising information;428

• managing the missing information;429

• Applications Programming Interfaces (APIs) development.430

CASE STUDY431

The proposed approach is applied to the West Cambridge DT, the main objective of which432

is to understand how to develop built environment DTs (aligned with the CDBB’s framework)433

impacting on better operation, performance and organisational productivity. An insight on the AM434
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IR definition and on the development of the federated data model enabling canonical DT-based435

applications is presented in this section. The managed assets are of different types and vary in436

typology and scale, spreading from the buildings’ systems to the whole infrastructural and built437

environment. Multiple information layers at various scales have been considered. Therefore, the438

IRs have been defined considering not only the building and its components, but also the outdoor439

spaces and infrastructures. The requirements are defined through the systematic literature review440

and semi-structured interview-based approach and form the basis for developing the DT-based AM441

and FM applications. The process in Figure 2 was followed at this stage. In acquiring the assets442

information (Input specification in Figure 6) both static and dynamic data needed to effectively443

operate and maintain the assets of the Alan Reece building, part of the West Cambridge DT facility,444

have been considered.445

A variety of dynamic data (i.e., data changing over time) is available from different resources,446

as the Energy Management System (EMS), Computerised Maintenance Management System447

(CMMS), Space Management System (SMS), and financial records. In managing energy effi-448

ciency, a Building Management System (BMS) is installed to operate the building at an optimal449

level and to remove wasted energy uses by remotely controlling Heating Ventilation Air Condi-450

tioning (HVAC), lighting, and power systems. A CMMS is utilised to control inventory of spare451

parts, while managing maintenance work orders of the university assets. The descriptive asset452

information is organised by buildings; and the asset registry includes a component level. Such453

registry contains the name of components, the manufacturer, model number, serial number, New454

Rules of Measurement (NRM3), SFG20, etc. Also, the CMMS keeps records of all asset man-455

agement activities, such as monitoring cost-to-date information related to the assets, planned and456

preventive maintenance work, scheduling regulatory compliance inspections and service work.457

A Property Management cloud-based system, is adopted to manage space planning and provide458

spatial analytics based on the room bookings to manage the university space. This system also459

maintains CAD floor plans and building service reports. Table 5, lists the fundamental IRs used460

for developing the DT-based Asset and Energy Management applications in the West Cambridge461
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Digital Twin research facility. Only basic and non aggregated data is considered, to streamline the462

IR definition process.463

The DT data model is conceptualised according to a multi-scale and interdisciplinary approach.464

In fact, data needs to be exchanged and reused in multiple applications within the DT ecosystem,465

with the right timing and level of detail. The proposed federation approach can support the data466

curation over time and enhance the data availability for further DT-based applications, though not467

be bounded to any proprietary software and data model. The federated DT data model, represented468

in Figure 7 has been developed following the proposed federated data modelling framework.469

At the building level, the Industry Foundation Classes (IFC) schema has been used to implement470

the BIM-based IR requirements, allowing to structure and classify data, through an openBIM471

approach (Moretti et al. 2020). The IFC schema allows the information exchange in several domains.472

However, the full complexity of the schema is not needed, nor the geometric information is always473

required for AM implementations. Therefore, a Model View Definition (MVD) representing the474

relevant classes and their relations has been defined (Figure 7 IFC section). The IFC schema allows475

to transfer relevant data across assets’ life cycle phases (e.g., from the design and construction476

to the use phase). However, as-built BIM data are often incomplete or not updated, hampering477

interoperability and effective information exchange. Figure 8a represents the case study building478

and how the IR related to IoT sensors used in the West Cambridge DT research facility can be479

handled in an openBIM environment, enriching the original BIM data.480

In fact, some of the IR (i.e., the sensor type, the sensor identifier, and its description) can be481

created in the BIM editing software. Therefore, a new sensor object is developed and enriched482

with the relevant IFC parameters (version 4 ADD2 TC1), that can be mapped and exported as483

attributes of the IfcSensor class. Data is then be post-processed and queried to access to relevant484

technical properties of the installed sensors as their location, topological, and semantic relationship.485

However, other relevant information is not directly available in IFC data. This is the case of the486

IRs describing the relationships among sensors and the measured asset and spaces in the building.487

For this purpose, the class IfcAssset can be used to group the building components based on their488
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association with a homogeneous set of elements forming an asset, namely an entity that can be489

managed and maintained consistently. For this re-classification of the building components, it is490

necessary to further process the IFC data (Figure 8b). This can be done according to the workflow491

described in Moretti et al. (2020). After Once this task is accomplished, it is possible to access492

the AM IR (as for isntance, the cost-related parameters, the corresponding maintenance schedule,493

etc.) through the IfcAsset attributes. However, the IFC data model is effective for building-related494

static data representation, while it does not provide sufficient support for agile real-time data query.495

For instance, the semantics of the building systems, to which the real-time data refers, can be496

represented through more flexible schemes allowing agile modelling of non-geometric building497

features (e.g.: the interrelations of non-visible building elements). This is a particularly helpful,498

for existing buildings, where often data is incomplete and the non-visible parts of the systems499

cannot be modelled geometrically. This is the reason why the IFC data model is federated with the500

BrickSchema (Balaji et al. 2016), instead of extending it. According to the approach described in501

Xie et al. (2021b), the IFC and the Brick data models are leveraged to access both the spatial and502

system hierarchies, characterising the spaces of the Alan Reece building (Figure 7, Brick section503

adn Figure 8b).504

The real-time data is collected through a custom IoT network, formed by Radio Frequency (RF)505

and LoRaWan sensors measuring indoor parameters like temperature, humidity, CO2, and light506

detection. The real-time information is also retrieved from the BMS. Data is handled through the507

Adaptive City Platform (2021) and is structured according to the Crate data model. A crate is508

a 2D object, enclosed in a perimeter, representing a whole building or part of it (e.g., a floor, a509

space etc.). Crates can be nested using a parent-child relationship to represent the spatial hierarchy510

of the building (Figure 7 Crate section). Thus, the hierarchical spatial structure of the building511

(i.e., building, floor, zone, space) is adopted in the DT data model to federate the three domain-512

specific data models (IFC, BrickSchema and Crate). Through this approach, the sensor readings513

are enriched with the contextual information and can be used for different purposes, through the514

development of the APIs, enabling the DT services (Figure 8c). The federated approach enables515
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the use and integration of different-paced data (original source information requirements impose516

that pace), and can effectively support the integration for analytic tools in AM applications517

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS518

The proposed federated data modelling approach aims to support data interoperability enabling519

better information management. To address the RG1, the formalisation of the processes for its520

implementation is realised through the IDM approach and is structured in three phases: requirements521

definition, federation, validation and improvement. Though the proposed approach, it is possible522

to develop the foundational data model, enabling built environment DT-based AM applications523

which, at the building level, is hinged on the spatial hierarchies.524

The information and process requirements for data exchange in the previous DT implementations525

listed in Table 2) is seldom addressed and the fundamental definitions, data dictionaries and526

relations, enabling DT-based applications are not explicit. This is, for instance the case of the527

eLUX DT (Tagliabue et al. 2021), ViLo (Aleksandrov et al. 2019) and the Amsterdam smart port528

(Amsterdam Smart City 2016). In other cases, as the Herrenberg smart city (Dembski et al. 2020),529

Singapore Smart Nation (Singapore Smart Nation 2021) and BiO (Bristol City Council 2021) there530

is no explicit description of the adopted data modelling strategy. While in the Smart Cambridge531

(Smart Cambridge 2020) there is high reliance on a custom data modelling approach.532

Despite these issues do not prevent to stress the benefits of the application of the DT concept,533

they undermine the possibility of generalise and leverage the existing data modelling approach in534

different scenarios (other buildings, districts, cities). In the perspective of managing an ecosystem of535

DTs, which can be modelled as a complex network (Herrera et al. 2020), this minimise the potential536

benefits of data availability and semantic interoperability. For example, a poorly documented data537

modelling forces to re-build the data classification and hierarchies from scratch, and leads to time538

consuming ontology mapping processes. This results in inefficient application development and539

poor data reuse.540

The process and information modelling proposed in this article can be used for unlocking the541

potential of multiple interconnected open data models that enable the generalisation and repeatabil-542
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ity of DT implementations. Adopting such approach it is possible to address the data fragmentation543

and heterogeneity that characterise the AEC sector (RG2). In fact, the three-tiered process mod-544

elling enables the alignment of the asset information requirements with the service needs, during545

the life cycle of the assets. This allows the data re-use and integration at the application level,546

empowering timely, reliable and quality DT-based AM service developments.547

Buildings can be considered as systems of systems. And each system is aimed at delivering a548

set of services. For instance, the building spatial functionalities are delivered through the space549

system, the comfort through the HVAC system, illumination and power through the electrical550

systems, and so on. The DT-based data modelling framework proposed in this article empowers551

the interconnection between them through a seamless information flow. This is the fundamental552

enabler for wider scale interconnected DTs, at the city and national level (Wee et al. 2022).553

The case study presents how the proposed federated data model can be leveraged for a seman-554

tically enriched and better dynamic APIs development (RG3). The APIs are used to support the555

decision making process in the building operations. For instance they provide rapid data access556

for assets anomalies detection, fault detection and diagnosis and sensor readings visualisation in557

a dynamic building model. An insight on the use of the IFC, BrickSchema and Crate is used for558

validation and for demonstrating how the IR at the building level can be developed and used in559

DT-based AM applications. The implementation of the proposed framework on the Alan Recee560

building, shoes how to handle the multi-scale, interdisciplinary and temporal dimensions of the561

DT application from a data perspective. Static and real-time data (e.g., the building spatial hierar-562

chy, condition inspection data and sensors readings) are different by nature. In the case study we563

demonstrated that the federated approach can be used to drive the integration of diverse variety and564

velocity data. Comparing to other interoperability models like IFC, and all-in-one ontologies, man-565

agement of high-velocity data is done directly rather than through reasoners, which are inherently566

slower (Kritikos and Plexousakis 2008)567

The proposed federation approach addresses the issues of data heterogeneity, interoperability568

and ontological modelling for DT-based applications in AECO. However, the mapping across569
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different ontologies is not an trivial task and becomes more and more complex, with the increasing570

number of federated data models. For instance, the interconnection of built and infrastructural571

assets representation in different domains (e.g., civil engineering, asset management, planning572

etc.), their geometric and topological definition, attributes definition at different scales are issues573

that need to be further explored in research; as well as the development of an automated mapping574

and translation methods. This can bring to the definition of an extended interface ontology that can575

support the data exchange in the city level DTs. Moreover, further research is needed to identify576

and develop the integration methods able to connect data and processes feeding data-driven AM577

applications.578

To conclude, being the DT concept and implementations relatively at its infancy in AECO, it is579

still unclear how to generalise the application of the DT-related technologies for the development580

of data-centric services. The proposed data modelling approach shades light on how the data581

needs to be processed and organised to support better interoperability and data exchange in built582

environment DTs. However, the needed architecture and integration methods are only partially583

addressed. The formalisation of additional DT-based AM application development will allow to584

further demonstrate the value of the open and federated data modelling approach.585
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TABLE 1. Data models used in management of the built environment.

Institution Data Model Domain Encoding Standard
BuildingSMART IFC Buildings EXPRESS, XML,

OWL
ISO 16739-1

Onuma Inc. BIMXML Buildings XML, Java
Linked Building Data
Community Group

Building
Topology
Ontology
(BOT)

Buildings RDF

Brick Consorium BrickSchema Building systems TTL
BuildingSMART / OGC LandInfra Infrastructures XML/InfraGML
Land XML consortium LandXML Civil eng. design

(survey)
XML

CEN/TC 278 TN-ITS
spec.

Road network and
regulation

XML, XSD,
WADL

TN-ITS CEN
TS17267:2018

OGC CItyGML City/Territory XML, GML,
Model-Driven Ar-
chitecture (MDA)

ISO 19103, ISO
19109 ISO 19136,
ISO 19107, ISO
19111

EU INSPIRE Land cover XML/GML Directive
2007/2/EC

ISO/TC 211 LADM Land administra-
tion

ISO/TC 211

* Table extended from
(Moretti et al. 2022).
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TABLE 2. Examples of DT implementation and the data modelling strategies adopted.

Level Implementation Goal Data modelling strat-
egy

General limitation

Building
Sydney Opera
House (Schevers
et al. 2007)

Developing a BIM-supported digital
twin of the Opera House in Sydney,
able to support life cycle operations

BIM proprietary files
and IFC conversion for
FM functions

Rigid data
structure limits the
flexibility in
accommodating
uncertainties and
the applicability of
the presentation in
solving generalised
problem

CARTIF-3 IN-
SITER (Hernández
et al. 2018)

Using self-inspection techniques
and virtual reality for construction,
refurbishment and maintenance of
energy-efficient buildings

IFC

eLUX Digital Twin
(Tagliabue et al.
2021)

Increasing the automation level of
building operation, through the use
of sensors and smart technologies

3D model of the case
study building, not
specified

District

New York Open
Urban Platform
(Eicker et al. 2020)

Developing an urban platform,
for improving energy and
waste/wastewater issues

Open Urban Platform
(OUM) data model
based on CityGML

Features and
attributes need to
be defined and
added to the open
and platform-
independent data
model, to represent
application-
specific
information in
various
granularities.

UNSW campus
(Aleksandrov et al.
2019)

Developing a ‘smart campus’ with
intelligent strcturing and manage-
ment of geospatial data

Unified Modeling Lan-
guage (UML) based ar-
chitecture (called PIM)

ViLo (Aleksandrov
et al. 2019)

Visualising and analysing both real-
time and offline space-time urban
data

Not specified

Amsterdam Smart
Port (Amsterdam
Smart City 2016)

Increasing the sustainability of the
port area among other metropolitan
issues in social, economic and eco-
logical issues

Real-time 3D graph,
not specified

City-zen smart
grid (European
Commission 2009)

Improving the energy management
and operations at the urban infras-
tructure level

Not specified

City

Vivacité energy
platform (Koch-
Mathian et al.
2019)

Monitoring energy and water con-
sumption from the city system oper-
ators

Not specified Except for smart
Cambridge, most
of the DT
implementations
do not explicitly
describe the data
modelling strategy.

Herrenberg smart
city (Dembski et al.
2020)

Enabling domain-specific applica-
tions for smart cities and simulations

3D model embeded in
COVISE software

Smart Cambridge
(Smart Cambridge
2020)

Driving the transformation of trans-
portation in the Greater Cambridge
area

Customised "crate"
model in JSON

Newcastle digital
twin (Newcastle
University 2019)

Testing the infrastructure’s potential
in hypothetical situations like rising
sea levels, etc.

IFC, CityGML

Singapore Smart
Nation initiative
(Singapore Smart
Nation 2021)

Harnessing digital technologies to
improve living, boost the job mar-
ket and encourage businesses to in-
novate and grow

Not specified

Bristol is Open
(BiO) (Bristol City
Council 2021)

Strengthening the city’s digital foun-
dations to keep the city moving,
healthy and safe in a sustainable way

Not specified
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TABLE 3. Possible AIR categories to be used in the definition of the Digital Twin federated data
model.

Category Requirements
General Use, Easement, Authorisations, etc.
Technical Energy, fire safety, structure, systems installa-

tion and conformity, etc.
Asset Information Functional/object classifications, Id, manufac-

turer, model, warranty, service life, etc.
Operations&Maintenance Planned interventions, frequencies, mainte-

nance history, work orders, status, costs, etc.
People Owner, responsible organisation, vendor etc.
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TABLE 4. Data model mapping issues in most common data models

Issues Description
Encoding Different techniques in the data encoding and data struc-

tures. E.g., entity-relationship model, tree representation,
graph, etc..

Semantics Formal generalisation of the modelled entities according to
different scales and granularity of the data.

Geometry
and location

Different representation of the geometries (e.g, Construc-
tive Solid Geometries - CSG, BRep and Sweeping); sepa-
ration between semantics and geometries; local vs global
coordinates systems, implicit or explicit topology represen-
tation.
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TABLE 5. Digital Twin federated data model Information Requirements. Data Set (DS), Certificate
(CE), Drawing (DG), Model – three-dimensional (M3), Database (DB), Data sheet (DT)

Id Category Sub-category Group Form of Info
IR.1 Built Environment
IR.1.1. General information
IR.1.1.1 Use CE
IR.1.1.2 Easements CE
IR.1.1.3 Authorisations CE
IR.1.1.4 Listing CE
IR.1.2. Technical information
IR.1.2.1 Energy DS
IR.1.2.2 Structures DS
IR.1.2.3 Fire safety DS
IR.1.2.4 Installation and conformity of sys-

tems
CE

IR.1.2.5 As built drawings DG
IR.1.2.6 3D models M3
IR.1.2.7 Functional classification DB
IR.1.2.8 Object classification DB
IR.1.2.9 Type of sensor DT
IR.1.2.10 Generation DT
IR.1.2.11 Sensor readings DS
IR.1.2.12 Related assets DB
IR.3 Asset Management
IR.3.1. Asset Information
IR.3.1.1 Asset IDs DS
IR.3.1.2 Description DT
IR.3.1.3 Manufacturer Model DT
IR.3.1.4 Manufacturer serial number DT
IR.3.1.5 Acquisition Date DS
IR.3.1.6 Asset warranty DS
IR.3.1.7 Reference Service Life (RSL) DS
IR.3.1.8 Actual Service Life (ASL) DS
IR.3.1.9 Estimated service Life (ESL) DS
IR.3.2. O&M Data
IR.3.2.1 Planned maintenance interventions DB
IR.3.2.2 Maintenance frequencies DB
IR.3.2.3 Maintenance history DB
IR.3.2.4 Open work orders DB
IR.3.2.5 Maintenance status DS
IR.3.2.6 Maintenance cost DB
IR.3.2.7 Installation cost DB
IR.3.2.8 Replacement cost DB
IR.3.2.9 Spare parts DB
IR.3.2.10 Inspection type DS
IR.3.2.11 Inspection frequencies DB
IR.3.2.12 Inspection report DB
IR.3.3. People
IR.3.3.1 Owner DS
IR.3.3.2 Tenant DS
IR.3.3.3 Responsible mgt group DS
IR.3.3.4 Vendor/Supplier DS
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Fig. 1. Main phases implemented for developing and testing the federation approach.
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Fig. 2. Definition of the requirements process map.
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Fig. 3. Modelling of he transactions and interactions realised in the development of the built
environment federated DT data model.
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Fig. 4. Data model federation process map.
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Fig. 5. Validation and improvement process map.
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Fig. 6. BIM-based Information Requirements definition.
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Fig. 7. West Cambridge Digtal Twin federated conceptual model.
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Fig. 8. openBIM-based sensors Information Requirements definition (a), federation (b) and pipelin-
ing (c) in DT-based APIs.
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